
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Run Number 524 

 

                                                        11th May 2023 

 

The Augustus John, Liverpool 

The Pack: Snoozanne(Hare), Mad Hatter(Hare), 10secs, fcuk, ET, BS, OTT, Peter Pong, Victim, 

Wigan Pier, PA 

This was the AGM run and so was in the time-honoured spot for the occasion. Some of us started 

the evening off with a pint in the AJ. fcuk turned to 10 secs with the classic line “Do you come here 



often?” and then followed up by asking if he had spent much time in there looking up at the ceiling. 

The words “How very dare you!” were on 10secs’ lips but then fcuk explained that he was trying to 

figure out if the huge display of beer mats covering both the ceiling and much of the walls had only 

appeared recently. We then started to head outside but fcuk called out to Mad Hatter asking if he 

had left his phone behind; MH took a good deal of convincing that the phone in fcuk’s hand was 

indeed his. Snoozanne then explained that it would be a short run with several regroups which 

would get us in the mood for the meeting. Each one would labelled with a job description which 

would link to the location in some way. This was an extension of the last run when there had also 

been a “jobbie” at many of the regroups… The first one (i.e. regroup) was found almost immediately 

and was labelled “HS”. When Snoozanne pointed out that we were outside the Mathematics 

building, we began to get the idea. The trail then led across the campus, through “Abbacrombie 

Square” as it was currently relabelled for the Eurovision celebrations, down Myrtle Street and then 

Falkner Street to emerge by the Suitcases. 

 

 

A regroup here is always pretty much compulsory but now it was labelled with “HC”. Snoozanne 

explained that the Hares had not found a bank to run past and so this was a reference to escaping 

with the ill-gotten gains. 



 

The trail now led along Hope Street and then down Canning Street and into the cathedral forecourt. 



 

Here it led down into St James’s Gardens… 

 



 

 



 

…where a regroup was found, labelled RA, very appropriately with the cathedral looming up behind. 



 

From here the trail led along Rodney Street to the corner of Hardman Street where there was a 

regroup labelled HR. We gathered here, creating a bit of a blockage for bemused tourists who 

probably thought we were some kind of bizarre installation to celebrate Eurovision. Coincidentally, 

there was an advert for a cosmetic firm on the wall listing Hair Removal as one of its services, but 

Snoozanne admitted that the hares hadn’t spotted this, but were just sure there must be a barber’s 

somewhere nearby.  

 

 

 

 



 

The next regroup was on Hope Street and labelled “GM”. We guessed that the adjacent building 

must have been a Masonic Lodge and BS confirmed that indeed it had been, and showed us a 

plaque in the entrance hall which confirmed this. This led to lots of speculation as to how she knew 

this inside information.  

From there it was straight back to the Peach Street carpark. We soon had the food out of MH and 

Snoozanne’s car and deployed on a table. There was a wide variety on offer – Coronation chicken, 

a large pie, mini-pasties, egg mayonnaise and an excellent home-made cake.  

The RA called the circle and downdowns were awarded to: 

The hares 

fcuk: for propositioning 10secs  

Mad Hatter: for lost property, namely the forgotten phone 



Snoozanne: Specsavers award for looking for and calling for ET when he was only 2 metres away. 

She asked for another offence to be taken into consideration, namely spending several days with 

left and right contact lenses swopped round 

BS: for her surprising level of Masonic initiation 

 

We then repaired to the AJ, which was almost empty at first but seemed to fill up with shouting 

students by the time we started the meeting. Peter Pong reported on Hash Stats; it seemed that 

Snoozanne was the no-lifer with both more runs and more hares to her credit than anyone else. 

 

Snoozanne reported on Hash Cash; there seemed to be a healthy balance with about £700 in the 

kitty. It was voted to use some for both the accommodation and food costs on the summer’s 

Snowdonia weekend. The hash subs was agreed to remain at £2. We then discussed the major 

jobs, which were distributed as follows: 

GM: Mad Hatter 

RA: fcuk 

Deputy RA: BS 

Hare razor: Victim 

Hash cash: Snoozanne 



Hash haberdashery: BS (plus PA) 

Webmaster: Victim (plus 10secs) 

Hash flash: ET 

Hash trash: 10secs 

Hash Cymru: OTT 

Hash stats: Peter Pong 

 


